Cross listed classes

Cross listing means that a single class is offered for registration under two or more departments. All students who register, regardless of the subject listing (ADA/CECP/SWRK) through which the student registers, experience the same course. The course listing appears in more than one department, possibly broadening the pool of participants.

Cross listed classes must have the same credit hours, course requirements, level, meeting day and time, prerequisites, and titles.

It is not required that cross listed classes have the same course number; however, undergraduate and graduate classes may not be cross listed.

For the purposes of room assignment, the Registrar’s Office needs to know the maximum number of registrants that should end up in the classroom. During round one of academic scheduling, a section needs form should be submitted by each participating department by the established deadline.

What is the difference between cross listed and meets together?

Classes that meet together are within the same department meeting on the same day, same time, and has the same instructor.